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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

One year ago, hundreds packed a Northwest conference center to learn about filmmaking from some of 

the top industry professionals with the promise next year’s event would be even bigger and better.  

We all know what happened. But what you may not know is - the Seattle Film Summit (SFS) is back! LIVE 

and ONLINE! 

Celebrating its 7th year, SFS, the premier film event in the Pacific Northwest will go virtual and run for 

three weeks, November 1 – 22 giving regional filmmakers, writers, actors, and producers access to some 

of the best the industry has to offer creatives.  

This is the best opportunity to learn from industry leaders in film. 

“We are here to educate, connect, and share insider knowledge with up and coming filmmakers and 

fans,” said Ben Andrews, SFS Founder. 

Pulling in people like Actor Tom Skerritt, producer Brian Dobbins (HBO, Blackish), and EP Stewart Lyons 

(Breaking Bad, BCS) to name a few, Seattle Film Summit is connecting some of the top Hollywood execs 

to our local actors, writers, and directors for education, mentoring, and hopefully some deal making. 

The film summit brings together regional film and digital media partners with A-list production 

professionals from Hollywood and adjoining states to cultivate and expand the local film market. 

Although 2020 will be built on a virtual format, the organizing committee isn’t skimping on quality. This 

year, the Renton-based virtual creative expressway will include, 8 feature film screenings, 24 short films, 

27 workshops and master classes, table reads of scripts from regional writers, online speed networking 

sessions with industry leaders, distributor pitches, an actor’s showcase, and an awards ceremony. 

Tickets are only $100 for the entire summit and include access to all summit content for sixty days after 

the event. Student prices are also available for young filmmakers. And a special discount is offered for 

those who have been negatively impacted by the pandemic. 

Don’t miss out on the opportunity to learn and celebrate the art of film. Registration is now open at 

www.seattlefilmsummit.com/registration. 
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